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Appendix A Methods
A.1 Experimental
The diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectrum of uranopilite was recorded from a 
natural crystal sample from Jáchymov (Czech Republic). The spectrum was collected using a Nicolet 6700 
FTIR spectrometer coupled to an Olympus continuum microscope. The spectrum was collected in the 
wavenumber range from 4000 to 600  with a resolution of 5 . All the manipulations of the 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
infrared spectra were performed using the Omnic 9 software (Thermo Scientific).
Thermal analysis was conducted using the Setaram SetSys Evolution system (thermogravimetric and 
differential thermal analysis, TG-DTA) linked with a Thermo Scientific mass-spectrometer for the detection 
of the gases escaping during the thermal decomposition of the sample analyzed. The weight of the 
specimen was 7 mg. The sample was placed into a Pt crucible. The temperature range studied was 15–
1190 °C and the velocity of increase in temperature was 10 °C/minute. A dynamical atmosphere with air-
flow of 20 ml/minute was employed.
A.2 First principles solid-state methods
A.2.1 Crystal structure
The crystal structure and properties of uranopilite were modeled with the Cambridge Serial Total Energy 
Program (CASTEP),1 a component of the Materials Studio program suite.2 The theoretical solid-state 
treatment employed in this work is based on Periodic Density Functional Theory using plane wave basis 
sets and pseudopotential functions to describe the internal atomic electrons.3 The computations were 
carried out using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) energy-density functional4 complemented with 
Grimme’s empirical dispersion correction5 (DFT-D2 approach). The specific pseudopotentials utilized 
were: (a) non-relativistic norm-conserving pseudopotentials6 from CASTEP package for the S, O and H 
atoms; (b) a scalar relativistic norm-conserving pseudopotential for U atom generated from first principles 
recently.7-8 This pseudopotential has been validated extensively for the investigation of the crystal 
structures, vibrational spectra and properties of uranyl containing materials.7-18
The unit cell of uranopilite is triclinic, space group  (no. 2, Z = 2). The unit cell is extraordinarily complex 𝑃1̅
and contains 158 atoms: 12 U, 2 S, 76 O and 68 H. Therefore, a very large number of valence electrons, 
704, must be described explicitly in the calculations. The number of valence electrons per atom are 14, 6, 
6 and 1 electrons for U, S, O and H, respectively, corresponding to the valence electron configurations: U[
, S[ ], ], and . The unit-cell parameters of uranopilite and the 6𝑠26𝑝66𝑑15𝑓37𝑠2] 3𝑠23𝑝4 𝑂[2𝑠22𝑝4 𝐻[1𝑠1]
associated atomic positions were fully optimized by means of the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno 
(BFGS) technique.19 A plane wave kinetic energy cut-off parameter of  = 1000 eV and a -mesh20 of 2  𝜀 𝑘 ×
1  1 were utilized. These calculation parameters were chosen to attain a well converged crystal ×
structure, energy and properties. The software REFLEX included in Materials Studio package of programs2 
was used to generate the X-ray powder diffraction patterns of uranopilite from the experimental and 
computed crystal structures.21
The impact of the inclusion of the Hubbard correction,22 which allows for a correct description of the 
strong Coulomb repulsion between electrons in  orbitals, was also evaluated. The introduction of this 𝑓
correction, improving drastically the description of materials containing uranium in which this element 
exists with IV oxidation state,23-27 is shown to be unnecessary for uranopilite in Section 2.1 of the main 
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part of the paper. In fact, for a large number of materials in which uranium exists with VI oxidation state, 
the standard DFT description provides a reliable description of their structures and properties.7-18,28-34
A.2.2 Elastic tensor and equation of state
The stiffness tensor35 matrix elements required to calculate the mechanical properties of uranopilite and 
to study the mechanical stability of its crystal structure were determined using the finite deformation 
method (FDM).36 The energy based techniques and density functional perturbation theory appear to be 
less efficient for this purpose than FDM.36 It has been utilized successfully in previous works8,12,13,15-18 for 
the computation of the elastic response of many solid uranyl-containing materials. The unit cell volumes 
in the vicinity of the equilibrium structure were computed by optimizing the uranopilite crystal structure 
under sixteen different external pressures with values in the range −1.0 to 9.0 GPa. The computed lattice 
volumes and associated pressures were then adjusted to a  order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state37 4𝑡ℎ
in order to extract the derivatives of the bulk modulus with respect to pressure. Angel’s EOSFIT 5.2 code38-
39 was employed for fitting the pressure-volume data to the selected equation of state. The structural 
optimizations under pressure were also performed using the BFGS method. The 3D representations of the 
elastic properties of uranopilite as a function of the direction of the applied strain were obtained utilizing 
the ElAM software.40
A.2.3 Infrared spectrum
The theoretical computation of the infrared spectrum of uranopilite was carried out by means of density 
functional perturbation theory.41-42 The harmonic approximation of the interatomic force field was used 
for the calculation of the infrared vibrational frequencies and the corresponding band intensities. No 
scaling procedures were applied. These scaling procedures are frequently used to improve the computed 
infrared frequencies by correcting them empirically for the anharmonicity and remaining approximations 
used.43 The unscaled vibrational spectra obtained using the DFPT method in previous works7,9,12,13,16-18 
have provided consistently accurate descriptions of the experimental spectra of uranyl-containing 
materials. Therefore, we considered advisable to employ the DFTP method without applying any kind of 
scaling procedure to determine the infrared spectrum of uranopilite.
A.2.4 Thermodynamic properties
A.2.4.1 Fundamental thermodynamic properties. 
Phonon calculations at the optimized crystal structure were performed to obtain the fundamental 
thermodynamic functions (ThF) of uranopilite. Density functional perturbation theory was employed to 
compute the phonon spectra at all the points of the Brillouin zone.41 From the computed phonon spectra, 
the phonon dispersion curves and density of states were evaluated. The fundamental ThFs (Gibbs free 
energies, enthalpies, entropies, and specific heats) were obtained in terms of these functions using the 
quasi-harmonic approximation.44 The thermodynamic functions of formation (ThFOF) and 
thermodynamic functions of reaction (ThFOR) were then evaluated in terms of the calculated 
fundamental ThFs using the methods described in the next subsections.10-11,14
A.2.4.2 Thermodynamic properties of formation.
The computed enthalpy and entropy functions,  and , were employed to calculate the (𝐻𝑇 ‒ 𝐻298)
𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑇
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where  is the enthalpy of formation at the standard state of the material being investigated ∆𝑓𝐻
0





entropy functions of the elements forming part of this material with stoichiometric coefficients , 𝑛𝑖
respectively. The  value of used in this work is given in the main part of the paper. The thermodynamic ∆𝑓𝐻
0
functions for S, O and H were taken from JANAF (Joint Army-Navy-Air Force) thermochemical tables.45 The 
functions for U were obtained from the Barin.46 The reaction constants of the formation reactions were 
evaluated in terms of the corresponding GiFEOFs through the equation:45
∆𝐺(𝑇) =‒  𝑅 𝑇 𝐿𝑛 𝐾                                                                      (𝐴3)
A.2.4.3 Thermodynamic properties of reaction.
The enthalpies of reaction (EnOR) and Gibbs free energies of reaction (GiFEOR) as a function of 
temperature were obtained from the calculated Gibbs free energy and entropy of formation functions, 
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In equations (A4) and (A6),  and  denote the Gibbs free energy and entropy of formation at ∆𝑓𝐺
𝑖(𝑇) ∆𝑓𝑆
𝑖(𝑇)
temperature T of the compound  entering in the reaction with stoichiometric coefficient . The 𝑖 𝑛𝑖
thermodynamic functions for , , , , and  were taken from JANAF 𝑆𝑂3(𝑔) 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) 𝑂2(𝑔) 𝐻2𝑂(𝑙) 𝑆𝑖𝑂2(𝑐𝑟)
thermochemical tables45 and those of  from Barin.46 The reaction constants were obtained from 𝐻2𝑂2(𝑙)
the corresponding GiFEORs by using the equation (A3).
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Appendix B Detailed description of the experimental and computed infrared spectra. Infrared band 
assignment
B.1 The 2200-3750  region𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
Fig. 4.D shows the experimental and theoretical infrared spectra of from 2700 to 3700  Going, as  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1.
usual, from higher to lower wavenumbers, one first finds two small intensity bands, referred to as  and 𝐴
, located at 3689 and 3674 , respectively. Due to their small intensity, these bands are not seen in 𝐵  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
Fig. 4.D and are displayed in Fig. 5.D which provides a detailed view of the experimental infrared spectrum 
from 3660 to 3750  These two bands do not appear in the theoretical spectrum and are identified  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1.
as combination bands as detailed in Table S.4. As can be seen in Table S.3, the first of these bands was 
also encountered by Frost et al.47 at 3695  in the infrared spectrum from the uranopilite sample  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
from Midnite Mine (Washington, USA).
As can be observed in Fig. 4.D, the main part of the infrared spectrum of this region is very broad and may 
be resolved into eighteen different bands, ( ) to ( ). The vibrational frequencies of these bands are 𝑎 𝑟
reproduced theoretically in a very satisfactory way (see Table S.4). All of these bands are assigned to  𝑂𝐻
bond stretching vibrations. 
Finally, the last two bands in this region,  and , situated at 2367 and 2344  (see Fig. 5.C) are not 𝑠 𝑡  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
found in the computed spectrum and are recognized as combination bands. Band  was also found by 𝑡
Frost et al.47 in the experimental infrared spectrum of uranopilite sample from South Alligator River 
(Northern Territory, Australia) at 2348 . 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
B.2 The 1300-1750  region𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
Fig. 4.B displays the experimental and theoretical infrared spectra from 1450 to 1750 . region. Three  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
main bands ( ,  and ), attributed to  bending vibrations, are found at 1735, (1640, 1617) and (1540, 𝑢 𝑣 𝑥 𝐻𝑂𝐻
1524) . These bands are well reproduced theoretically at 1705, (1632, 1627) and (1597, 1575)  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
. The bands  and , at 1438 and 1420  (Fig. 5.B), absent in the theoretical spectrum, are  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝑦 𝑧  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
identified as a combination band and as an overtone, respectively (see Table S.4). The band  was only 𝑦
found in the experimental infrared spectrum of Frost et al.47 from the uranopilite sample from Apex Mine 
(Nevada, USA) at 1442 . The overtone band  was found by Frost et al.47 in the experimental spectra  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝑧
of uranopilite from South River (Northern Territory, Australia), Ranger No. 1 deposit (Northern Territory, 
Australia) and Midnite Mine (Washington, USA) at 1421, 1421 and 1418 , respectively 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
B.3 The 1000-1200 region 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 
The experimental and computed infrared spectra of this spectral zone are compared in Fig. 4.B. The band 
, placed at 1162  is reproduced theoretically at 1178 . It is ascribed to  bending 𝛼  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝑈𝑂𝐻
vibrations. The band , at 1146 , is found at 1098  Band  has two components at 1119 and 𝛽  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1. 𝛾
1103  which correspond to the calculated bands at 1075 and 1068 . Bands  and  are  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝛽 𝛾
attributed to  bending vibrations and water librations. Band , at 1089 , is linked to a pair of 𝑈𝑂𝐻 𝛿  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
near theoretical bands located at 1051 and 1045 . The first of these bands is assigned to   𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝑈𝑂𝐻
bending vibrations and the second one to  bending vibrations and water librations. Similarly, the band 𝑈𝑂𝐻
, at 1078 , corresponds to two calculated bands at 1035 and 1023 . Both bands are attributed 𝜀  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
to  bending vibrations and water librations. Finally, the weak band , at 1010  (Fig. 5.A) is not 𝑈𝑂𝐻 𝜁  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
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found in the theoretical spectrum and is recognized to be a combination band. It must be noted that Frost 
et al.47 assigned all the bands in this region to sulfate asymmetric stretching vibrations, , except 𝜈
𝑎(𝑆𝑂2 ‒4 )
the band at 1010  which was assigned to sulfate symmetric stretching vibrations, . None of  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝜈
𝑠(𝑆𝑂2 ‒4 )
these assignments is supported by the present theoretical study. The vibrations localized at the sulfate 
units are not encountered in the vibrational atomic motions associated to the normal modes 
corresponding to these bands. For example, the sulfate symmetric stretching vibrations appear at the 
normal mode with wavenumber  965  (see Fig. S.5) but the corresponding intensity is very small 𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
(4.6 ). Although the band , found in the present work at 1010  is quite weak, it was (𝐷/Å)2/𝑎𝑚𝑢 𝜁  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
detected by Frost et al.47 in the experimental infrared spectra from three uranopilite samples from Ranger 
No. 1 deposit (Northern Territory, Australia), Apex Mine (Nevada, USA) and Midnite Mine (Washington, 
USA) at 1006, 1009 and 1010 , respectively. 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
2.4.4. The 600-1000 region 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 
The two theoretical bands placed at 998 and 988  correspond to the experimental band  located  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝜂
at 978  . Both bands are attributed to  bending vibrations and water librations. The bands  and  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝑈𝑂𝐻 𝜆
 at 935 and 923  are calculated at 961 and 948 , respectively and have the same assignment 𝜇  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
as band . The band  situated at 909  is linked to three very near theoretical bands situated at 892, 𝜂 𝜋  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
889 and 887 . These three sub-bands are ascribed to a mixture of uranyl antisymmetric stretching  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
vibrations, ,  bending vibrations and water librations. Band , at 892 , is reproduced 𝜈
𝑎(𝑈𝑂2 +2 ) 𝑈𝑂𝐻 𝜃  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
in the theoretical spectrum at 878  and assigned to  bending vibrations and water librations.  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝑈𝑂𝐻
The band , at 873  is ascribed, as band , to a juxtaposition of uranyl antisymmetric stretching 𝜎  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝜋
vibrations, ,  bending vibrations and water librations. While band  was left without 𝜈
𝑎(𝑈𝑂2 +2 ) 𝑈𝑂𝐻 𝜂
assignment by Frost et al.,47 the bands , , ,  and  were assigned to uranyl antisymmetric stretching 𝜆 𝜇 𝜋 𝜃 𝜎
vibrations. Therefore, only bands  and  were correctly assigned. However, even for these bands, the 𝜋 𝜎
assignment is incomplete since the contribution of the  bending vibrations and water librations is not 𝑈𝑂𝐻
included.
The bands , , , ,  and , placed at 823, 800, 775, 751, 708 and 675  are found in the theoretical 𝜏 𝜉 𝜒 𝜌 𝜙 𝜑  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
spectrum at 842, 815, 785, 759, 709 and 690 , respectively. The six bands are assigned to   𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝑈𝑂𝐻
bending vibrations and water librations. Frost et al.47 assigned band  to uranyl symmetric stretching 𝜏
vibrations, . This assignment is not supported. In fact, uranyl symmetric stretching vibrations are 𝜈
𝑠(𝑈𝑂2 +2 )
not found in any of these normal modes. Finally, the band , at 647  is very well reproduced 𝜓  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
theoretically at 645  and assigned to water librations only. 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
2.4.5. The 400-600 region 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 
This spectral region was studied only theoretically. The bands in this region were included in the analysis 
because when the experimental spectrum was assigned it was found that they play a role in the 
interpretation of some infrared bands from the other regions (bands ,  and . Four main bands, 𝐴 𝐵 𝜁)
denoted as , , , and , located at 552, 533, 475 and 406 , respectively, were found in this region. Π Σ Φ Ψ  𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
Bands  and  are attributed to water librations only and bands  and  are assigned to equatorial  Π Φ Σ Ψ 𝑈𝑂
bond stretching vibrations and water librations.
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Appendix C Thermal decomposition curve
Fig. S.1. Thermal decomposition of uranopilite showing three-stage dehydration at elevated temperatures 
(first starting above 50 °C). The thermogravimetric (TG) curve and the differential thermal analysis (DTA) 
do not support the formation of a transition hydrated phase; only anhydrous phases are formed at 
elevated temperatures (above 600 °C).
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Fig. S.2. Computed density of states of uranopilite.
S.9
Fig. S.3. Frontier band functions in uranopilite: (A) Highest occupied band function; (B) Lowest unoccupied 
band function. Color code: U-Blue, S-Yellow, O-Red, H-White.
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Table S.1. Bond lengths in uranopilite (in ).Å
Bond Exp.47 Calc. Bond Exp.47 Calc.
U-O
U1-O2 1.76(2) 1.789 U2-O4 1.81(2) 1.785
U1-O1 1.87(2) 1.807 U2-O3 1.83(2) 1.807
U1-O15 2.27(2) 2.233 U2-O16 2.27(2) 2.249
U1-OH22 2.39(2) 2.460 U2-OH19 2.39(2) 2.381
U1-O14 2.42(2 2.428 U2-OH21 2.40(2) 2.425
U1-OH20 2.47(2) 2.320 U2-O18 2.42(2) 2.400
U1-OH19 2.52(2) 2.557 U2-OH22 2.49(2) 2.495
<U1-Oap> 1.81(2) 1.80 <U2-Oap> 1.82(2) 1.80
<U1-Oeq> 2.41(2) 2.40 <U2-Oeq> 2.39(2) 2.39
U3-O6 1.79(2) 1.786 U4-O7 1.79(2) 1.788
U3-O5 1.82(2) 1.820 U4-O8 1.80(2) 1.791
U3-O16 2.20(2) 2.198 U4-O15 2.18(2) 2.213
U3-OH23 2.42(2) 2.362 U4-OW26 2.39(2) 2.568
U3-O13 2.43(2) 2.391 U4-OH24 2.43(2) 2.433
U3-OW28 2.46(2) 2.557 U4-OH20 2.43(2) 2.362
U3-OH22 2.56(2) 2.489 U4-OW25 2.52(2) 2.599
<U3-Oap> 1.80(2) 1.80 <U4-Oap> 1.79(2) 1.79
<U3-Oeq> 2.41(2) 2.40 <U4-Oeq> 2.39(2) 2.44
U5-O9 1.72(2) 1.786 U6-O11 1.76(2) 1.812
U5-O10 1.81(2) 1.806 U6-O12 1.77(2) 1.793
U5-O15 2.22(2) 2.166 U6-O16 2.16(2) 2.195
U5-O17 2.37(2) 2.422 U6-OH23 2.42(2) 2.414
U5-OH24 2.38(2) 2.419 U6-OH21 2.44(2) 2.432
U5-OW29 2.48(2) 2.556 U6-OW27 2.48(2) 2.396
U5-OH19 2.51(2) 2.495 U6-OW30 2.54(2) 2.537
<U5-Oap> 1.76(2) 1.80 <U6-Oap> 1.76(2) 1.80
<U5-Oeq> 2.39(2) 2.41 <U6-Oeq> 2.41(2) 2.39
S-O
S1-O18 1.45(2) 1.487 S1-O13 1.50(2) 1.497
S1-O14 1.49(2) 1.486 S1-O17 1.52(2) 1.486
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Table S.2. Most intense reflections in the X-ray powder pattern of uranopilite: (a) Difractogram computed 
from the experimental structure47 (without the positions of the hydrogen atoms); (b) Difractogram 
calculated from the computed full crystal structure.
(a) Experimental47 (b) Calculated
 ( )2𝜃 ° d ( )Å I (%) [hkl]  ( )2𝜃 ° d ( )Å I (%) ∆(2𝜃)
12.60 7.02 100.00 [002] 12.65 6.99 100.00 -0.05
9.65 9.16 46.25 [011] 9.51 9.29 36.44 0.13
12.91 6.85 33.03 [101] 12.98 6.81 28.95 -0.08
20.92 4.24 24.92 [013] 20.80 4.27 24.19 0.12
30.59 2.92 21.32 [-301] 30.59 2.92 18.79 0.00
22.24 3.99 19.70 [-202] 22.18 4.00 17.74 0.05
11.07 7.99 16.25 [-101] 11.04 8.01 16.52 0.03
16.23 5.46 15.66 [-121] 15.79 5.61 11.63 0.45
24.66 3.61 14.84 [-1-32] 25.04 3.55 18.37 -0.38
20.55 4.32 13.92 [200] 20.59 4.31 13.95 -0.04
29.85 2.99 12.29 [140] 29.94 2.98 5.31 -0.09
20.86 4.26 11.58 [1-31] 20.71 4.29 5.16 0.15
23.34 3.81 11.53 [-1-31] 23.59 3.77 5.41 -0.26
22.68 3.92 10.90 [1-13] 22.91 3.88 7.61 -0.23
27.46 3.25 10.06 [-1-33] 27.94 3.19 5.48 -0.48
16.14 5.49 10.03 [-112] 15.84 5.59 10.09 0.30
30.79 2.90 9.86 [-241] 30.00 2.98 5.27 0.78
25.54 3.48 9.64 [-230] 25.06 3.55 5.94 0.48
26.50 3.36 9.26 [2-31] 26.24 3.39 12.43 0.27
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Fig. S.4. Resolution of some composite bands in the experimental infrared spectrum of uranopilite mineral 
into single band contributions: (A) Region 750-970 ; (B) Region 1000-1200 ; (C) Region 1450-𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
1750 ; (B) Region 2700-3700 .𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1 𝑐𝑚 ‒ 1
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Fig. S.5. The atomic motions associated to some infrared active vibrational normal modes of uranopilite. 
Color code: U-Blue, S-Yellow; O-Red, H-White.
 Mode  3358 –  –  bond stretching.𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝜈(𝑂𝐻) 𝑂𝐻
 Mode  2898 –  –  bond stretching.𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝜈(𝑂𝐻) 𝑂𝐻
 Mode  1632 –  –  bending.𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝛿(𝐻𝑂𝐻) 𝐻𝑂𝐻
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 Mode  1178 –  –  bending.𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1   𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻)  𝑈𝑂𝐻
 Mode  1068 –  –  bending and water librations.𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)  𝑈𝑂𝐻
 Mode  965 –  – Symmetric sulfate stretching,  𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝜈
𝑠(𝑆𝑂2 ‒4 ) + 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)  𝑈𝑂𝐻
bending and water librations.
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 Mode  961 –  –  bending and water librations.𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)  𝑈𝑂𝐻
 Mode  892 –  – Antisymmetric uranyl stretching, 𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝜈
𝑎(𝑈𝑂2 +2 ) + 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂) 
 bending and water librations. 𝑈𝑂𝐻
 Mode  860 –  – Antisymmetric uranyl stretching, 𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝜈
𝑎(𝑈𝑂2 +2 ) + 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂) 
 bending and water librations. 𝑈𝑂𝐻
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 Mode  785 –  –  bending and water librations.𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂) 𝑈𝑂𝐻
 Mode  645 –  – Water librations.𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂) 
 Mode  552 –  – Water librations.𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂) 
S.17
 Mode  533 –  – Equatorial  bond stretching vibrations and 𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝜈(𝑈𝑂𝑒𝑞) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂) 𝑈𝑂𝑒𝑞
water librations.
 Mode  475 –  – Water librations.𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂) 
 Mode  406 –  – Equatorial  bond stretching vibrations and 𝜈 = 𝑐𝑚
‒ 1 𝜈(𝑈𝑂𝑒𝑞) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂) 𝑈𝑂𝑒𝑞
water librations.
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Table S.3. Comparison between the present experimental infrared band wavenumbers of uranopilite and those 























𝐴 3689 - - - 3695
𝐵 3674 - - - -
𝑎 3619 - - - 3622
𝑏 3597 - - 3600 -
𝑐 3573 - 3570 - 3588
𝑑 3550 3555 - 3561 3550
𝑒 3524 - - 3517 3538
𝑓 3489 3471 3490 3510 3470
𝑔 3453 - - 3428 -
ℎ 3405 3418 3397 - -
𝑖 3351 - - - 3392
𝑗 3283 3268 3253 3274 -
𝑘 3221 - - - 3230
𝑙 3151 3136 - - -
𝑚 3082 3064 3074 - -
𝑛 3026 - - 3028 3049
𝑜 2957 - 2985 - -
𝑝 2923 - - - -
𝑞 2852 2877 2851 - -
𝑟 2727 - - 2698 -
𝑠 2367 - - - -
𝑡 2344 2348 - - -
 bending region𝐻𝑂𝐻
𝑢 1735 - - - -
1640 1664 - - -𝑣
1617 1625 1625 1623,1618 1627,1619
1540 1575,1559,1540 - - -𝑥
1524 1526,1511 1534 1535 1547
𝑦 1438 - - 1442 -
𝑧 1420 1421 1421 - 1418
1000-1200  region𝑐𝑚
‒ 1
𝛼 1162 - 1159 1170
𝛽 1146 1138 1141 1138 1141
1119 1118 1118 1113 1116𝛾
1103 1100 1099 1097 1102
𝛿 1089 - - - 1096
𝜀 1078 1072 1072 1070 -
- - 1031 - 1037 1032
𝜁 1010 - 1006 1009 1010
600-1000  region𝑐𝑚
‒ 1
𝜂 978 982 - - 999
𝜆 935 932 941 - 941
𝜇 923 - 929 925 929
𝜋 909 912 910 911 901
𝜃 892 888 884 892 -
𝜎 873 863 - - 866
𝜏 823 838 838 830,821 841,828
𝜉 800 - 807 - -
𝜒 775 788 - 798 792
𝜌 751 740 - 746 759,747
𝜙 708 703 - - -
𝜑 675 - - 674 687
𝜓 647 - - - 662,652
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Table S.4. Vibrational frequencies of the bands from the observed and calculated infrared spectra of 














𝐴 3689 - - =2·1640+406=3686 [2·𝜈1 + 𝜈2 2·𝑣1 + Ψ]
𝐵 3674 - - =1640+1617+406=3663 [𝜈1 + 𝜈2 + 𝜈3 𝑣1 + 𝑣2 + Ψ]
𝑎 3619 3628 6.02 𝜈(𝑂𝐻)
𝑏 3597 3601 8.77 “
𝑐 3573 3589 10.39 “
𝑑 3550 3562 14.09 “
𝑒 3524 3510 22.63 “
𝑓 3489 3489 11.57 “
𝑔 3453 3433 63.34 “
ℎ 3405 3410 50.34 “
3358 94.74 “𝑖 3351
3345 72.82 “
𝑗 3283 3304 18.54 “
𝑘 3221 3208 34.22 “
𝑙 3151 3141 74.15 “
3109 203.24 “𝑚 3082
3091 251.64 “
𝑛 3026 3053 162.85 “
𝑜 2957 3003 193.31 “
𝑝 2923 2898 364.62 “
𝑞 2852 2859 169.66 “
𝑟 2727 2760 129.57 “
𝑠 2367 - - =1617+751=2368 [𝜈1 + 𝜈2 𝑣2 + 𝜌]
𝑡 2344 - - =1640+708=2348 [𝜈1 + 𝜈2 𝑣1 + 𝜙]
1300-1750  region𝑐𝑚
‒ 1
𝑢 1735 1705 2.59 𝛿(𝐻𝑂𝐻)
1640 1632 20.70 “𝑣
1617 1627 18.84 “
1540 1597 8.78 “𝑥
1524 1575 5.37 “
𝑦 1438 - - =751+675=1426 [𝜈1 + 𝜈2 𝜌 + 𝜑]
𝑧 1420 - - =2·708=1416 [2·𝜈1 2·𝜙]
1000-1200  region𝑐𝑚
‒ 1
𝛼 1162 1178 7.79 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻)
𝛽 1146 1098 36.48 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)
1119 1075 45.38 “𝛾
1103 1068 47.32 “
1051 20.27 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻)𝛿 1089
1045 24.10 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)
1035 11.49 “𝜀 1078
1023 15.12 “
𝜁 1010 - - =533+475=1008 [𝜈1 + 𝜈2 Σ + Φ]
600-1000  region𝑐𝑚
‒ 1
998 18.35 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)𝜂 978
988 17.12 “
𝜆 935 961 11.61 “
𝜇 923 948 9.54 “




𝜃 892 878 25.93 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)
𝜎 873 860 32.16 𝜈𝑎(𝑈𝑂2 +2 ) + 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)
𝜏 823 842 58.85 𝛿(𝑈𝑂𝐻) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)
𝜉 800 815 28.23 “
𝜒 775 785 12.04 “
𝜌 751 759 8.56 “
𝜙 708 709 4.91 “
𝜑 675 690 5.75 “
𝜓 647 645 14.63 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)
400-600  region𝑐𝑚
‒ 1
Π - 552 29.26 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)
Σ - 533 33.13 𝜈(𝑈𝑂𝑒𝑞) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)
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Φ - 475 17.61 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)
Ψ - 406 10.51 𝜈(𝑈𝑂𝑒𝑞) + 𝑙(𝐻2𝑂)
Table S.5. Computed elastic constants of uranopilite. The Voigt convention is employed for the indices of 
the matrix elements of the elasticity tensor (a pair of cartesian indices are contracted into a single integer:
























Fig. S.6. Calculated unit cell volume and lattice parameters of uranopilite as a function of the applied 
isotropic external pressure.
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Table S.6. Calculated compressibility ( ) of uranopilite under isotropic pressures from 𝑘𝑉 =‒ 1/𝑉·(∂𝑉/∂𝑃)𝑃














Fig. S.7. Calculated compressibility ( ) of uranopilite under isotropic pressures from -𝑘𝑉 =‒ 1/𝑉·(∂𝑉/∂𝑃)𝑃
0.5 to 4.0 GPa.
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Table S.7. Calculated unit cell volumes and lattice parameters of uranopilite as a function of the external 
pressure applied along the direction of minimum compressibility.
P (GPa) Vol. ( )Å
3 a ( )Å b ( )Å c ( )Å 𝛼 (𝑑𝑒𝑔) 𝛽 (𝑑𝑒𝑔) 𝛾(𝑑𝑒𝑔)
-0.0593 1738.6614 8.9821 14.0792 14.3089 94.68 99.12 101.51
-0.0324 1735.7281 8.9613 14.1163 14.2848 94.59 99.19 101.59
-0.0191 1734.4859 8.9527 14.1325 14.2742 94.56 99.21 101.62
-0.0068 1734.1442 8.9500 14.1369 14.2715 94.54 99.22 101.63
0.0029 1733.4378 8.9460 14.1417 14.2678 94.55 99.22 101.64
0.0073 1732.7031 8.9423 14.1468 14.2629 94.55 99.22 101.64
0.0131 1733.3383 8.9393 14.1513 14.2690 94.52 99.23 101.66
0.0208 1732.8179 8.9365 14.1556 14.2650 94.53 99.23 101.66
0.0239 1732.1363 8.9336 14.1605 14.2596 94.53 99.24 101.66
0.0267 1731.6503 8.9324 14.1606 14.2586 94.53 99.25 101.67
0.0329 1731.1806 8.9308 14.1549 14.2645 94.55 99.25 101.69
0.0473 1730.8036 8.9304 14.1623 14.2524 94.53 99.24 101.67
0.0613 1728.7138 8.9127 14.1900 14.2376 94.48 99.27 101.70
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Table S.8. Calculated compressibilities ( ) of uranopilite for external pressures applied 𝑘𝑉 =‒ 1/𝑉·(∂𝑉/∂𝑃)𝑃
along the direction of minimum compressibility between 0.005 and 0.025 GPa.
P (GPa) 𝑘𝑉(𝑇𝑃𝑎
‒ 1) P (GPa) 𝑘𝑉(𝑇𝑃𝑎
‒ 1) P (GPa) 𝑘𝑉(𝑇𝑃𝑎
‒ 1)
0.005 95.25 0.013 -56.32 0.021 123.20
0.007 -5.93 0.015 -11.01 0.023 128.31
0.009 -63.57 0.017 43.42 0.025 106.74
0.011 -77.90 0.019 92.30 - -
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Table S.9. Calculated unit cell volumes and lattice parameters of uranopilite as a function of the external 
pressure applied along the direction of minimum Poisson’s ratio.
P (GPa) Vol. ( )Å
3 a ( )Å b ( )Å c ( )Å 𝛼 (𝑑𝑒𝑔) 𝛽 (𝑑𝑒𝑔) 𝛾(𝑑𝑒𝑔)
-0.0853 1735.1615 8.9586 14.1928 14.2011 94.44 99.08 101.64
-0.0415 1734.3024 8.9514 14.1614 14.2422 94.50 99.16 101.63
-0.0309 1733.6391 8.9487 14.1507 14.2542 94.53 99.19 101.63
0.0029 1733.4378 8.9460 14.1417 14.2678 94.55 99.22 101.64
0.0087 1732.8137 8.9448 14.1333 14.2738 94.58 99.23 101.62
0.0122 1732.6281 8.9449 14.1342 14.2708 94.58 99.22 101.63
0.0196 1732.7835 8.9439 14.1322 14.2769 94.57 99.24 101.64
0.0251 1732.9622 8.9427 14.1321 14.2807 94.56 99.25 101.64
0.0298 1732.4874 8.9416 14.1196 14.2907 94.61 99.25 101.61
0.0327 1732.1062 8.9406 14.1153 14.2941 94.62 99.26 101.60
0.0422 1731.8172 8.9398 14.1105 14.2983 94.65 99.26 101.59
0.0983 1730.6244 8.9298 14.0597 14.3653 94.78 99.40 101.57
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Fig. S.8. Unit cell volumes and compressibilities ( ) of uranopilite calculated as a function of the external 𝑘𝑉
pressure applied along the minimum Poisson’s ratio direction
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Table S.10. Calculated compressibilities ( ) of uranopilite for external pressures applied 𝑘𝑉 =‒ 1/𝑉·(∂𝑉/∂𝑃)𝑃
along the direction of minimum Poisson’s ratio between 0.003 and 0.009 GPa.
P (GPa) 𝑘𝑉(𝑇𝑃𝑎
‒ 1) P (GPa) 𝑘𝑉(𝑇𝑃𝑎
‒ 1) P (GPa) 𝑘𝑉(𝑇𝑃𝑎
‒ 1)
0.003 108.84 0.013 12.79 0.023 -16.43
0.005 64.51 0.015 -5.81 0.025 14.24
0.007 47.09 0.017 -23.38 0.027 52.45
0.009 38.23 0.019 -34.17 0.029 84.02
0.011 27.94 0.021 -32.87 - -
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Fig. S.9. Computed fundamental thermodynamic functions of uranopilite: (A) Heat capacity; (B) Entropy; 
(C) Enthalpy; (D) Free energy.
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Table S.11. Calculated isobaric heat capacity function, , of uranopilite. Temperature and heat capacity 𝐶𝑃
values are given in K and J·K-1·mol-1 units, respectively.
T 𝐶𝑃 T 𝐶𝑃 T 𝐶𝑃
10 2.73791 350 194.30785 690 247.97954
20 9.79348 360 196.84737 700 248.95673
30 18.59893 370 199.29728 710 249.91556
40 28.37687 380 201.66132 720 250.85677
50 38.53585 390 203.94312 730 251.78101
60 48.64947 400 206.14622 740 252.68891
70 58.42798 410 208.27408 750 253.58107
80 67.69908 420 210.33004 760 254.45803
90 76.38579 430 212.31736 770 255.32033
100 84.47787 440 214.23918 780 256.16843
110 92.00532 450 216.09853 790 257.00281
120 99.01844 460 217.89833 800 257.82389
130 105.57461 470 219.64138 810 258.63208
140 111.73036 480 221.33040 820 259.42776
150 117.53707 490 222.96796 830 260.21128
160 123.03913 500 224.55654 840 260.98299
170 128.27357 510 226.09849 850 261.74319
180 133.27051 520 227.59608 860 262.49220
190 138.05410 530 229.05146 870 263.23030
200 142.64344 540 230.46665 880 263.95774
210 147.05367 550 231.84362 890 264.67479
220 151.29685 560 233.18421 900 265.38168
230 155.38267 570 234.49015 910 266.07864
240 159.31912 580 235.76310 920 266.76589
250 163.11296 590 237.00464 930 267.44364
260 166.77006 600 238.21624 940 268.11206
270 170.29569 610 239.39930 950 268.77136
280 173.69470 620 240.55514 960 269.42172
290 176.97165 630 241.68500 970 270.06329
300 180.13094 640 242.79005 980 270.69624
310 183.17680 650 243.87139 990 271.32073
320 186.11338 660 244.93006 1000 271.93690
330 188.94476 670 245.96705 - -
340 191.67494 680 246.98325 - -
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Table S.12. Calculated entropy function, S, of uranopilite. Temperature and entropy values are given in K 
and J·K-1·mol-1 units, respectively.
T S T S T S
10 1.31059 350 238.96016 690 389.97832
20 5.23433 360 244.46993 700 393.55355
30 10.82512 370 249.89700 710 397.09172
40 17.50003 380 255.24348 720 400.59358
50 24.92055 390 260.51142 730 404.06018
60 32.84387 400 265.70271 740 407.49199
70 41.08322 410 270.81922 750 410.88985
80 49.49697 420 275.86304 760 414.25437
90 57.97786 430 280.83551 770 417.58631
100 66.45025 440 285.73875 780 420.88633
110 74.85873 450 290.57433 790 424.15490
120 83.16834 460 295.34369 800 427.39292
130 91.35614 470 300.04868 810 430.60073
140 99.40746 480 304.69062 820 433.77902
150 107.31581 490 309.27125 830 436.92839
160 115.07886 500 313.79184 840 440.04939
170 122.69623 510 318.25402 850 443.14246
180 130.17077 520 322.65885 860 446.20819
190 137.50556 530 327.00805 870 449.24706
200 144.70428 540 331.30278 880 452.25963
210 151.77142 550 335.54425 890 455.24633
220 158.71069 560 339.73389 900 458.20758
230 165.52688 570 343.87273 910 461.14386
240 172.22363 580 347.96200 920 464.05555
250 178.80468 590 352.00288 930 466.94326
260 185.27379 600 355.99643 940 469.80717
270 191.63416 610 359.94380 950 472.64786
280 197.88940 620 363.84592 960 475.46563
290 204.04207 630 367.70393 970 478.26095
300 210.09520 640 371.51877 980 481.03409
310 216.05166 650 375.29144 990 483.78548
320 221.91400 660 379.02288 1000 486.51546
330 227.68442 670 382.71386 - -
340 233.36585 680 386.36545 - -
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Table S.13. Calculated enthalpy function, H (H=HT-H298), of uranopilite. Temperature and enthalpy 
values are given in K and J·K-1·mol-1 units, respectively.
T HT-H298 T HT-H298 T HT-H298
10 -3144.36773 350 27.72695 690 125.17629
20 -1569.15170 360 32.38968 700 126.93763
30 -1041.40548 370 36.86779 710 128.66298
40 -775.19559 380 41.17354 720 130.35360
50 -613.46754 390 45.31803 730 132.01068
60 -503.95454 400 49.31136 740 133.63535
70 -424.30740 410 53.16270 750 135.22869
80 -363.38019 420 56.88044 760 136.79175
90 -314.99435 430 60.47227 770 138.32549
100 -275.44686 440 63.94526 780 139.83088
110 -242.38017 450 67.30589 790 141.30880
120 -214.21913 460 70.56018 800 142.76012
130 -189.86903 470 73.71368 810 144.18566
140 -168.54384 480 76.77152 820 145.58621
150 -149.66353 490 79.73850 830 146.96253
160 -132.79007 500 82.61905 840 148.31534
170 -117.58611 510 85.41733 850 149.64532
180 -103.78739 520 88.13721 860 150.95315
190 -91.18389 530 90.78230 870 152.23946
200 -79.60648 540 93.35601 880 153.50486
210 -68.91746 550 95.86150 890 154.74994
220 -59.00354 560 98.30177 900 155.97527
230 -49.77067 570 100.67964 910 157.18137
240 -41.14010 580 102.99774 920 158.36878
250 -33.04539 590 105.25856 930 159.53799
260 -25.43008 600 107.46446 940 160.68949
270 -18.24587 610 109.61767 950 161.82373
280 -11.45118 620 111.72028 960 162.94116
290 -5.00999 630 113.77428 970 164.04221
300 1.10904 640 115.78155 980 165.12730
310 6.93336 650 117.74387 990 166.19681
320 12.48713 660 119.66294 1000 167.25114
330 17.79169 670 121.54037 - -
340 22.86600 680 123.37767 - -
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Table S.14. Calculated free-energy function, function, G (G = GT-H298), of uranopilite. Temperature and 
free-energy values are given in K and J·K-1·mol-1 units, respectively.
T GT-H298 T GT-H298 T GT-H298
10 -3145.67848 350 -211.23332 690 -264.80205
20 -1574.38608 360 -212.08023 700 -266.61587
30 -1052.23141 370 -213.02915 710 -268.42868
40 -792.69571 380 -214.06988 720 -270.24003
50 -638.38848 390 -215.19331 730 -272.04948
60 -536.79859 400 -216.39131 740 -273.85663
70 -465.39078 410 -217.65657 750 -275.66113
80 -412.87699 420 -218.98254 760 -277.46262
90 -372.97237 430 -220.36330 770 -279.26081
100 -341.89686 440 -221.79352 780 -281.05540
110 -317.23910 450 -223.26837 790 -282.84613
120 -297.38777 460 -224.78350 800 -284.63276
130 -281.22512 470 -226.33495 810 -286.41506
140 -267.95144 480 -227.91911 820 -288.19283
150 -256.97960 490 -229.53272 830 -289.96589
160 -247.86898 500 -231.17280 840 -291.73404
170 -240.28255 510 -232.83662 850 -293.49715
180 -233.95827 520 -234.52171 860 -295.25507
190 -228.68940 530 -236.22579 870 -297.00765
200 -224.31073 540 -237.94679 880 -298.75478
210 -220.68872 550 -239.68281 890 -300.49636
220 -217.71430 560 -241.43211 900 -302.23228
230 -215.29754 570 -243.19308 910 -303.96245
240 -213.36369 580 -244.96426 920 -305.68679
250 -211.85009 590 -246.74430 930 -307.40523
260 -210.70387 600 -248.53195 940 -309.11769
270 -209.88013 610 -250.32608 950 -310.82413
280 -209.34050 620 -252.12564 960 -312.52449
290 -209.05200 630 -253.92965 970 -314.21873
300 -208.98616 640 -255.73723 980 -315.90679
310 -209.11826 650 -257.54756 990 -317.58866
320 -209.42677 660 -259.35988 1000 -319.26430
330 -209.89283 670 -261.17349 - -
340 -210.49988 680 -262.98774 - -
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Table S.15. Calculated enthalpies ( ) and free-energies ( ) of reaction and associated reaction ∆𝑟𝐻 ∆𝑟𝐺
constants (Log K) of reactions (A)-(F). The values of  and  are in units of .∆𝑟𝐻 ∆𝑟𝐺 𝑘𝐽·𝑚𝑜𝑙
‒ 1
∆𝑟𝐻 ∆𝑟𝐺 𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐾 ∆𝑟𝐻 ∆𝑟𝐺 𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝐾T(K)
Reaction (A) Reaction (B)
298.15 -64.11 -26.86 4.70 -39.22 -13.22 2.32
300 -63.89 -26.18 4.56 -39.06 -12.75 2.22
320 -61.85 -19.20 3.13 -37.51 -7.91 1.29
340 -60.34 -12.68 1.95 -36.37 -3.44 0.53
360 -59.02 -6.29 0.91 -35.39 0.93 -0.13
380 -58.68 -0.79 0.11 -35.07 4.69 -0.64
400 -58.43 4.69 -0.61 -34.83 8.42 -1.10
420 -58.52 9.91 -1.23 -34.82 11.97 -1.49
440 -58.93 14.91 -1.77 -35.04 15.36 -1.82
460 -59.66 19.69 -2.24 -35.48 18.61 -2.11
480 -60.69 24.30 -2.64 -36.13 21.72 -2.36
500 -62.03 28.74 -3.00 -37.00 24.72 -2.58
T(K) Reaction (C) Reaction (D)
298.15 22.68 11.15 -1.95 -6.46 23.14 -4.09
300 22.74 11.35 -1.98 -6.43 23.51 -4.09
320 23.12 13.42 -2.19 -6.25 27.36 -4.47
340 23.18 15.26 -2.34 -6.26 31.05 -4.77
360 23.25 17.18 -2.49 -6.26 34.81 -5.05
380 22.51 18.37 -2.53 -6.77 38.11 -5.24
400 21.81 19.71 -2.57 -7.24 41.50 -5.42
420 20.90 20.93 -2.60 -7.83 44.82 -5.57
440 19.77 22.04 -2.62 -8.55 48.08 -5.71
460 18.42 23.05 -2.62 -9.39 51.28 -5.82
480 16.84 23.97 -2.61 -10.36 54.43 -5.92
500 15.03 24.83 -2.59 -11.47 57.53 -6.01
T(K) Reaction (E) Reaction (F)
298.15 49.61 42.15 -7.38 -27.83 -14.46 2.53
300 49.52 41.97 -7.31 -27.76 -14.21 2.47
320 48.73 40.21 -6.56 -27.08 -11.56 1.89
340 48.10 38.60 -5.93 -26.52 -9.02 1.39
360 47.56 37.08 -5.38 -26.10 -6.60 0.96
380 47.20 35.73 -4.91 -25.81 -4.30 0.59
400 46.91 34.44 -4.50 -25.66 -2.13 0.28
420 46.72 33.25 -4.13 -25.62 -0.08 0.01
440 46.61 32.13 -3.81 -25.70 1.88 -0.22
460 46.60 31.09 -3.53 -25.87 3.74 -0.43
480 46.67 30.12 -3.28 -26.13 5.53 -0.60
500 46.82 29.21 -3.05 -26.50 7.26 -0.76
S.35
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